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Lichstein Imaging mixes contemporary and 
photojournalistic styles, producing a diverse and 

powerful range of images to forever 
celebrate your wedding day.



your wedding
Have fun, look great and feel amazing on your wedding day. Choose Lichstein Imaging 
and we will ensure to provide an exhilarant series of photographs that you and your 
family will cherish forever.

my style
The wedding work that I pursue is described as natural, clean and contemporary. 
My images consist of colorful uncluttered compositions where the subject is free from 
any surrounding distractions.



Basic

- Five hours of photography by Joseph Lichstein  

- Private online image gallery for viewing, sharing and purchasing gift prints

- Hand-editing and processing of all your final images

- High Resolution Digital delivery of all final photos 

- Wedding DVD Slideshow

$995
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Complete

- SEVEN hours of photography by Joseph Lichstein  

- Private online image gallery for viewing, sharing and purchasing gift prints

- Hand-editing and processing of all your final images

- High Resolution Digital delivery of all final photos 

- Wedding DVD Slideshow

$1495
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Deluxe

- Eight hours of photography by Joseph Lichstein  

- Private online image gallery for viewing, sharing and purchasing gift prints

- Hand-editing and processing of all your final images

- High Resolution Digital delivery of all final photos 

- Wedding DVD Slideshow

- Engagement Session

$1895
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4” x 6” Prints
These photos are printed at a professional lab on a high quality matte or glossy paper, to ensure longevity and 
accurate color reproduction.

Parent Albums
A smaller version of your primary album, great for a gift for someone else in your family. These 8” x 8” albums 
include the same content as your primary storybook album.

Travel
Travel fees do not apply for weddings within 70 miles of my studio. For all events outside of my normal area, 
additional fees may apply.

Retouching
All edited images included are adjusted for exposure, white balance, color, and contrast. Photographs included in 
your storybook album receive further adjustments ranging from removing blemishes, whitening teeth, removing 
flyaway hairs, lightening shadows, and darkening highlights.



à la carte

-    extra coverage per hour           $200

-     additional photographer (seven hours)         $300

-    6x4” inch wedding print set          $300

-     2 hour engagement session           $300

-    wedding dvd with music          $195

-     11x14” storybook album (20 page)           $650

-    parent album            $300

wall art and other additional products available upon request



Joseph is a wedding photographer having recently relocated to 
Los Angeles from Melbourne, Australia at the beginning of 2013. He 
works best with clients who would like him to provide a fun, natural, 

unique and beautifully photographed wedding.

Awards:

 - Cert IV and Diploma, Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology 

Melbourne, Australia, 2010 - 2012

- Advertising award. Royal Melbourne Institue of Technology

Graduate exhibition 2010

 - Silver Award ‘Commercial, Advertising & Fashion’ 

category 2011 International Aperture Awards



testimonials
Taegan - Wedding: 12/23/2011
Words cannot express how amazing our wedding photography was! Joe’s worksurpassed anything we could have 
imagined! Joe’s style is unlike any others we have seen. His unique ability to take an amazing picture without you 
even knowing he’s there made the whole day flow nicely there was nothing to worry about all we had to do was 
enjoy our special day!

Communication with Joe is constant! Even after the wedding! His services areessential to any wedding! You will  
not be disappointed! We still look at our album all the time! It’s not just photos in a book the way he put it 
together really tells a story and we get to re live that day whenever we look at it!

Simone - Wedding: 02/16/2013
When we were to be married, we were very clear on the way we wanted our wedding photo’s taken. Our 
wedding was different to the norm, most of our guests were unaware we were marrying that day, most believing 
they were attending a 40th birthday.

Lichstein Imaging certainly had their work cut out for them! They had a birthday & wedding to capture! And they 
did it with absolute style. They captured the very essence of our special day through a wonderful talent to capture 
irreplaceable moments in time.

Joe, our photographer, followed our instructions to a T, and was fun and lighthearted throughout what was a very 
long day for him. His ability to stay focused as well as relaxed certainly made us perfectly comfortable with the 
camera. Much of what we wanted was not so much traditional posing, rather capturing people as they were. Joe 
did this to perfection. 

The photographic memory that Joe provided for us oozes with the truth & honesty that we looking for. To say we 
were impressed with the final product, hundreds of photos for which we cannot chose a favorite, would be an 
understatement. If your looking for photographic memories of any occasion, we would have no hesitation in 
recommending Joe from Lichstein Imaging.
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latest work - http://lichsteinimaging.com/blog



definitions
Extra Coverage
Extra wedding coverage can be added in ½ hour increments either before the wedding or as needed on your 
wedding day.

Second Photographer
The second photographers are working professionals that are in the wedding photo industry. They are not 
amateurs. Having a 2nd shooter in your coverage will add depth and more photos to your end product.

Digital Negatives
The electronic files that represent all of the edited photos, I refer to these files as your digital negatives. They are 
provided without watermarks in high quality, full size JPG format.

Wedding DVD
Your wedding dvd will include all your edited images, with choice of backround music. Duration is 10 minutes, 
although this does range depending on coverage.

Online Gallery
Upon completion of your images, you will be provided with a unique online address where you and your guests 
may view or purchase wedding day photos.

Storybook Albums
The 11 x 14” inch storybook album we provide comes with a italian leather cover constructed seamlessly using 
one piece. All pages come professionally printed and are then mounted onto a matting board to allow for the 
images to lay flat.

Engagement Session
An engagement session is extremely important in helping to ensure better wedding day photographs, it is also a 
nice edition to the final product. 


